The Internal Picket Fence (IPF) for BEBC (Big European Bubble Chamber) is a proportional tube counter system mounted in the bubble chamber vacuum tank close to the liquid hydrogen. Its purpose is to give a timing signal for all events where a charged particle leaves the chamber. The system was installed and tested early this year. We report on performance as seen dturing several weeks of BEBC operations at cryogenic temperatures with a 3.5 T magnetic field.
Introduction
Neutrino experiments with BEBC require muon identification by some downstream detector. Such a device, the External Muon Identifier (EMI) has been built. It uses the principle that after several interaction lengths of absorber only muons will remain close to the extrapolated track. If a hit on the EMI is actually found within some multiple scattering circle around one of these crossing points, the track is considered to stem from a muon. We reported about this detector which consists of a large array of multi wire proportional chambers (each covering I x 3 m2') at this conference in 19771). The of the EMI with the Picket Fence in BEBC, while fig. 3 gives a birds-eye view into the BEBC vacuum tank, with the modules mounted on the outer wall.
Electronics
Due to nultin;e scattering the space resolution required is modest: we therefore grouped six wires in parallel onto one amplifier. The four preamplifiers (simple ECL-gates) are mounted on the top of the units inside the steel containers.
As the aim was to have as few active components as possible inside the inaccessible region, further amplifiers, including discriminators and line drivers 
